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INTRODUCTION
Red wines’ quality is nowadays intrinsically dependent on reaching a good polyphenol ripeness which follows more or less quickly the sugar ripeness. Without talking about overripeness, this generally 
leads to highly sugared berries deficient in major nutrients and can cause trouble fermentation for old selected and so unadapted yeast strains. 
The aim of this work was to improve a strain (A) showing weak fermentation abilities but allowing high polyphenol extraction to make premium reds.

MAIN RESULTS
Hybrids generation 
Yeast strain improvement can be done either thanks to classical or molecular genetic techniques. 
However wine market being very defiant towards the use of genetically modified microorganisms, 
hybridization technique was privileged.
Breeding parent strain (B) chosen for its excellent fermentation capabilities with a neutral 
organoleptic impact (figure 1).

CONCLUSION

The objective of the work to improve the strain A towards its fermentative performances while keeping or even enhancing its multifactorial features like polyphenol extraction capabilities and organoleptic 
properties has been achieved. This result confirms the growing interest in a well mastered hybridization technique with the aim to introduce enhanced yeast strains which will be more adapted to 
new winemakers needs. As for all new genetic material creation, this technique needs a subsequent selection process that should be carefully monitored, especially for field trials.
AB-2 (SafŒno™ HD S62) and AB-7 (SafŒno™ HD S135) are now commercially available within Fermentis wine yeast range.

Strain A homothallism discovery:
 • Hybridization of spores done consecutively to tetrad dissection
 • Identification of 68 real A x B hybrids by Ty PCR(1,2) technique

Synthetic must screening 
Via a first screening, 8 hybrids out of the 68 have been identified as much better assimilating 
fructose than the strain A (data not shown).
These 8 hybrids underwent a fermentation on a synthetic must (OIV-OENO 370-2012) adjusted 
at 250g/L of Glucose:Fructose (1:1) and 200 ppm of YAN to satisfy a 0.8 ratio between YAN and 
sugar, known as sufficient to ensure a complete fermentation(3). See figure 2.

____Worldwide micro- and macro-scale screening
A standard winemaking protocol with a simple nutrition guideline:
• YAN must be adjusted to 0.8 mg N/g of sugar to be fermented only with diammonium 
phosphate
has been set-up to assess hybrids in very diverse conditions but always with yeast implantation 
control(1), see table 1.

Confirmed robustness of both hybrids AB-2 and AB-7 

AB-7 is producing about the same amount of esters than parent strain A whereas AB-2 
confirms a lower level closer to parent strain B. 
Tasting profiles of both hybrids close to strain A, however some trends were confirmed. 
 • AB-2: more respectful of the varietal character (spicy for Shiraz) and deeply enhanced 
    polyphenol features (color and structure sensations). 
 • AB-7: more fruity oriented with also a high structure smoothened by a high roundness.

Trial type Performed 
(AB-2 / AB-7) Countries Wineries 

(AB-2 / AB-7)
Grape 

varieties 
(AB-2 / AB-7)

% hybrid IC 
done 

(AB-2 / AB-7)

% of positive 
IC 

(AB-2 / AB-7)

Tasted 
samples 
including 
controls

Microvinification 4 
(4/4)

3 
(FR, ES, AR)

4 
(4/4)

4 
(4/4)

100% 
(100/100)

100% 
(100/100)

39 
(5/5)

Field 57 
(31/26)

7 
(FR, ES, PT, IT, 

SI, CH, US)
29 

(15/14)
14 

(9/11)
67% 

(65/69)
61% 

(60/61)
63 

(18/20

Average fermentation 
time gain vs A

YAN needs 
(ratio YAN/sugars)

Volatile acidity 
production (g/l H2SO4)

Production and 
combination of S02

AB-2 25% < 0.8 < 0.30 Low

AB-7 23% < 0.8 < 0.35 Low

Total polyphenol index (TPI) perfectly 
correlated with total tannins and total 
anthocyanins concentration 
 • Difference of TPI totally linked to a 
    difference of polyphenol extraction 
AB-2 remarkable improved extraction
Stronger stabilization of the 
anthocyanins with tannins (violet pigment) 
for AB-2 and AB-7, on the opposite of  
AB-4.  
Hybrids tannins reactivity close to 
parent strain A

Assessment of 21 professional tasters (data not shown):
AB-2 confirmed analytical results for its capability to strengthen the structure of the wine
AB-7 showed enhanced organoleptic properties compared to strain A, keeping the 
fruitiness while increasing the structure and the balance of the final wine. 
Poor analytical but especially organoleptic results of AB-4 lead to its withdrawal.Figure 1: 

Hybrid generation process.
YAN: Yeast Available Nitrogen. 
+/-: neutral impact. 

Figure 3: 
Microvinification trial on Merlot 2014. (215g/L of sugars, 
107ppm of YAN, identical ratio solid/liquid on all conditions, 
yeast inoculation rate at 20g/hl, start temperature at 17°C 
then 24°C constant, 2hl tanks, malolactic fermentation 
done with selected bacteria at 19°C constant). Graphs 
respectively illustrating polyphenols concentration (Total 
polyphenol index and Total tannins), stabilization (CIELAB 
coordinates a* and b*) and reactivity (Tannic power(4) and 
Gelatin index(5)).

Table 1: 2015 hybrid trials series figures. IC: yeast implantation control.

Table 2: 2015 hybrid trials analytical results.

Figure 2: 
Fermentation kinetics average (triplicates) 
and main analyses of the 8 hybrids tested 
(inoculation rate at 2.106 cell/ml) on OIV 
synthetic must at 24°C.
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8 hybrids showed much better kinetics than parent strain A. 
3 hybrids selected (AB-2, AB-4 and AB-7) because of
 • Intermediate kinetics while still consuming all the sugars
 • Analytical profile closer to strain A
 
Real must screening 
____Pre-micro-scale screening
The impact of the yeast on polyphenols and tasting characteristics have been assessed by a first 
microvinification in real must, see figure 3.

Figure 4: 
Microvinification trial on Shiraz 2015. 
(236g/L of sugars, 150ppm of YAN, yeast 
inoculation rate at 20g/hl, start temperature 
at 20°C then up to 27°C, 1hl tanks, 
malolactic fermentation done with selected 
bacteria at 20°C constant). OAV: Odor 
Active Value = concentration/sensorial 
detection threshold.

67% of yeast implantation control performed: Crucial scientific parameter but not usual for 
winemakers 
61% of positive controls: No implantation issues (microvinification results: 100%) but 
illustration of wineries’ reality that could lead to totally false interpretations and waste of 
time and money for winemakers.


